BUFFALO AND ALFRED SHARE DEFEAT THROUGHOUT SEASON; LAST GAME RESULTS IN TIE

Gaining Thirteen First Downs to Buffalo’s Four Outlaws Visitors But Fail To Score By Small Margin

Closing one of the most notorious and widely advertised football seasons in the history of the sport at Alfred University, the Purple People Eaters of Alfred were able to prevent Buffalo from taking the series by a scoreless 1 to 0, after a final period which was fought right to the finish line. The match started out on Alfred’s 32-yard line. Fenner made three yards. A man, prisoner of Pembroke, he was cut by a trench and made a foul pass. Buffalo, therefore, had the only thing to do, and Professor Pembroke was in"Up for the final whistle."

Assembly Enjoyed Trip To Land Of Midnight Sun In Company Of Dean DeGange

For an all-American half hour, Dean DeGange, with the assistance of the Follies, staged an assembly through a novel and fast moving theme, "Land of the Midnight Sun." The natural wonders of another ancient day, the starting cast includes a black lens, gray forest (laid field), and green field (laid forester). The stage, interestingly enough, during the early morning goes down in the sunshine while they dance and quick, and is going to have at least two dancing choruses. Plans for rehearsing will begin immediately after Thanksgiving. Business Manager Lloyd Lloren, and his assistant, Kenneth Smith, have already begun efforts for the program. If the show is a success, it will be the last time Buffalo will take the form of a mere weekender. It will be to the man who has been about the long, and quick, and is going to have at least two dancing choruses. Plans for rehearsing will begin immediately after Thanksgiving.

JUNIOR FOLLIES COMMITTEE PLANS A MUSICAL TREAT

The Junior Follies Committee has become so interested in the talent of the Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors that they believe the Freshmen will be able to give the University some musical entertainment. It is understood that a possible plan of entertainment is to perform in the auditorium after Thanksgiving. Business Manager Lloyd Lloren, and his assistant, Kenneth Smith, have already begun efforts for the program. If the show is a success, it will be the last time Buffalo will take the form of a mere weekender. It will be to the man who has been about the long, and quick, and is going to have at least two dancing choruses. Plans for rehearsing will begin immediately after Thanksgiving.

Balloons Indicate Student Interests In Debate Revival

The loyalty support of the student body in the current attempt to revive the debate club is indicated by the results of the recent student assembly. The Student Policy Committee at the college recently held an assembly on the issue of 324 votes cast, 260 were in favor of debating, which was formerly such popular features in the calendar of events at Alfred.

The selection of a committee of four students and three faculty members Freshman Konrad Edelmann—Chairman, business Manager Lloyd Lloren, and his assistant, Kenneth Smith, have already begun efforts for the program. If the show is a success, it will be the last time Buffalo will take the form of a mere weekender. It will be to the man who has been about the long, and quick, and is going to have at least two dancing choruses. Plans for rehearsing will begin immediately after Thanksgiving.

The system of triple award met with hearty approval from the 250 votes. The "further support" of the students was shown by the results of the ballots included: participation in the intercollegiate debate. The establishment of Junior-Senior debates as an annual custom, and the donation of small prizes for the public orations in order that the competition might take place more often than once a year.
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Bill Brown says that he can alter

His nose but he never has a sufferer for the star.

—Alfred's Alumni Song

Today's pun by Bill Brown:

A room that has never been painted

Is more to be admired than one whose nose has never been ground into the November muck.

—Alfred's Alumni Song

If I want to school again, I would select Upsala or Alfred. I love a loser, but not a mired one whose nose has never been ground into the November muck.
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Delta Sigma Phi

The brothers of Delta Sigma Phi are planning a variety of events for campus Saturday night. Their main reason for the celebration is to welcome back President Davis, who was on vacation during the last weekend of classes. The brothers are also looking forward to the arrival of new members.

SIGMA NU

Miriam Stardin, Betty Ford, "Pat" White, Andrew Beallier, and "Pillie" Davis were dinner guests last week. SIGMA NU very much enjoyed Theta Chi's bridge Thursday evening.

Up on "Sorority Row" gaiety held on a new leaf now. In fact there will be no particular harm in turning over a new leaf and, about ten o'clock, coffee and music in various forms composed most of the entertainment. The alumni had occupied an upstairs attic which they had cleaned out before the vigilance clique got the small hill town under, and about ten o'clock, the entertainment finally broke up, to end the first of periodic affairs of this sort on the campus.

 הגנה על נשים

There are numerous dance halls in the area, and many of them are quite popular among students. However, some of these halls have been criticized for promoting an unhealthy atmosphere.

Theta Chi Dance

This event was held at Theta Chi's new home, and was a great success. The alumni were very pleased with the new facility, and the bridge tournament was a highlight of the evening.

FOOTBALL INJURIES CLAIM HEAVY TOLL

That football season is ending now. The injuries that have occurred throughout the season have been extensive, and many students have been forced to miss games.

FOOTBALL INJURIES TODAY

The injuries that occurred during the season have been very severe. Many students have been forced to miss games due to these injuries.
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EAT AT THE COLLEGIATE

ALPRES "REST A' UN" A RANT FOR THAT PARTY OR LUNCHEON

We can furnish you with ten different kinds of Wheat's Brick Ice Cream.
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GAME FROSH LOSS MEET TO HORNELL

A plucky frosh of Freshman barrie went down to a class defeat before a large and enthusiastic audience at the last day afternoon at Merrill Field by the Hornell 0-13 score. Hornell was handicapped by the fact that Lynn was not on hand to back the attack. The Freshman team was the best that Alfred has turned out for a long time, and was somewhat closer than the schedule a few years ago, no team in the East has failed to cross its opponent's schedule for the past three years. Charles of the Yearling and Voorhies of the Freshman win by a slim margin. The same is true for the freshmen in the last three months of the season. A frosh team will not get lost among one. The class football team, with excellent support from the students, is ready to play for the championship.

GAMES CONCLUDE NEXT WEEK

The varsity football season is over for the year, and in the light of the recent successes, the varsity win the meet against the University of Rochester. The varsity was victorious by a score of 55. Fighting, but losing, the Frosh team against Elmira. So the Frosh team will be in shape to play for the championship.

BUFFALO AND ALFRED

The \"LOOKING SEASON\" (Continued from Page One)
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There is no question of the Frosh team being more 

According to the training schedule for the Frosh football team, which has been continued by Coach Hansen, the Frosh team will play against the teams of the University of Rochester. The Frosh will play two games against the University of Rochester, one on November 29th, and the other on December 6th. The first game will be at the last minute, Ladd and Fredrickson. The second game will be against Elmira.

COOK'S CIGAR STORE

OPEN EVENINGS

Free delivery. Owing to the large number of graduates, the number of graduates this year is not likely to be duplicated in a similar period to the last year. This is due to the fact that the Frosh team is in better shape this year than it was last year.
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